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Today’s objectives…

• To cultivate trust.
• To inspire optimism.
• To encourage consistency.
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EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO CHANGE THEIR WORLD

BELIEVE IN YOU
A Trauma-Informed Perspective
Our social and emotional learning resources purposefully work to help teachers establish a culture of safety, empowerment, and healing.
The Foundation of Trauma Informed Teaching:

The foundation of safety is

TRUST.
The Foundation of Trauma Informed Teaching:

The foundation of empowerment is **OPTIMISM**.
The Foundation of Trauma Informed Teaching:

The foundation of healing is

CONSISTENCY.
Believe In You Empowerment Rights

All students have the right to...

- Live optimistically. *(self-awareness)*
- Act on positive motivation. *(self-management)*
- Live with respect for self & others. *(social awareness)*
- Communicate with a unique voice. *(relationship skills)*
- Make choices about how to share their greatness. *(responsible decision-making)*
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